
Dear Ministers 
If members of parliament do not pass bill C-285 https://parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/43-2/bill/C-
285/first-reading after reading this book, Canada is truly lost. As Robert Kennedy has said: 
“Monsanto knew for decades that glyphosate causes cancer and a deadly retinue of other devastating 
illnesses. Instead of warning its customers and consumers about those risks, Monsanto manipulated the 
science, defrauded regulators, bribed prominent researchers, transformed the EPA pesticide division into 
a cesspool of corruption, and promoted propaganda worldwide, systematically lying to the public that the 
deadly pesticide was safe. This company injured public health, destroyed our soils, exterminated species, 
wiped out small farmers, and deprived the public of their fundamental civil right of informed consent. 
Monsanto made a special project of discrediting and destroying scientists, advocates, and reformers who 
exposed its corrupt cover-up. Among the most prominent of these was heroic MIT researcher Dr. 
Stephanie Seneff. In 2018, I was fortunate enough to be a part of the legal team that finally brought 
Monsanto to justice. We relied heavily on Dr. Seneff’s research to achieve this victory.”—Robert F. 
Kennedy, Jr. 
 
YREA calls on all members of parliament to support bill C 285 ban on glyphosate. MP Atwin is also fully 
aware of the devastation that spraying of glyphosate in the forestry industry has done. There is absolutely 
no need for this abominable practice and the rest of Canada only needs to look to Quebec which has 
managed forestry very well for two decades without the use of this pesticide. 
 
YREA withdrew the following shameful slide from our 
Pesticide & GMOs – a review of the science, as we felt it 
would be counterproductive. However, this sort of 
deceit must stop. The public deserves better. 

 
Sincerely 
Gloria Marsh, Executive Director 
York Region Environmental Alliance 
Partnering for a greener planet 
 http://www.yrea.org     
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